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ABSTRACT
In social media effects research, the role of specific social media content is 
understudied, in part attributable to the fact that communication science 
previously lacked methods to access social media content directly. Digital 
trace data (DTD) can shed light on textual and audio-visual content of social 
media use and enable the analysis of content usage on a granular individual 
level that has been previously unavailable. However, because digital trace 
data are not specifically designed for research purposes, collection and 
analysis present several uncertainties. This article is a collaborative effort by 
scholars to provide an overview of how three methods of digital trace data 
collection - APIs, data donations, and tracking - can be used in studying the 
effects of social media content in three important topic areas of communica-
tion research: misinformation, algorithmic bias, and well-being. We address 
the question of how to collect raw social media content data and arrive at 
meaningful measures with multiple state-of-the-art data collection techni-
ques that can be used to study the effects of social media use on different 
levels of detail. We conclude with a discussion of best practices for the 
implementation of each technique, and a comparison of their advantages 
and disadvantages.

Conducting media effects research in a communication environment increasingly dominated by social 
media is challenging because people are exposed to information on an ever-greater number of 
platforms, channels, devices, and contexts. Hence, failing to consider the content of exposure in 
digital media environments is increasingly recognized to complicate theory building (P. Valkenburg 
et al., 2021; Wagner et al., 2021). Key prerequisites to understanding media content effects in a digital 
age are, as we specify below, knowing what news articles people read, what pictures teenagers view, 
and how social media platforms algorithmically personalize content shown to users.

A decline in response rates to questionnaires in the last decades (Luiten et al., 2020) and difficulties 
to self-report increasingly granular use of social media platforms (Stadel & Stulp, 2022) have led to 
great efforts among social science researchers to find alternative methods to assess behavioral patterns 
that limit the response burden, especially in terms of effort for participants, while aiming to capture 
the unprecedented level of granularity of the social media landscape. Moreover, agreement between 
self-reported measures and tracking data for frequency of exposure is low (Araujo et al., 2017; Parry 
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et al., 2021; Scharkow, 2016), thus pointing to an even larger challenge when considering the 
measurement of content exposure through self-reports. Therefore, many recent initiatives center 
around the idea of collecting existing digital traces on the social media platforms they use.

Most users leave traces in digital spaces (e.g., cookies in a browser, log data on social media 
platforms), and, for many, daily usage routines form a sequence of continuous interactions with digital 
platforms (Reeves et al., 2021; Stier et al., 2020). Hence, digital trace data can be defined “as records of 
activity (trace data) undertaken through an online information system (thus, digital).” (Howison et al.,  
2011, p. 769). In short, digital trace data from users are unobtrusively and continuously collected by 
digital platforms and are thus non-reactive (but potentially reflexive, e.g., being impacted by algo-
rithmic processes, observer effects, or amplification via social indicators; see Lazer et al., 2021).

Specifically, DTD can shed light on textual and audio-visual content that is (a) produced by users 
(e.g., posts, stories, comments, reactions, photos/videos, private messages), (b) selected by users (e.g., 
searches; selective exposure), (c) selected for users (e.g., algorithmic recommendations/filtering), and 
(d) received by users (e.g., scrolling through posts of others, articles, videos, private messages). DTD 
enable the analysis of content usage on a granular individual level, which so far has only been partially 
possible with so-called linkage analysis combining survey and media content data (see De Vreese et al.,  
2017) or via media effects experiments (Allcott et al., 2020).

However, DTD-related methods come with inherent limitations and major theoretical, methodo-
logical, and ethical challenges, which we discuss in the following sections. Their collection and analysis 
differ from other methods in the social sciences toolbox: Data are often captured for purposes other 
than research, thus the concepts measured are almost never pre-determined by the data structure 
(Lazer et al., 2021; Wagner et al., 2021). Such DTD methods require that researchers deal with data 
access points of commercial platforms (e.g., APIs or data donation packages), introduce new data 
types (e.g., screenshots), link the data to known concepts (Lazer et al., 2021), and develop new data 
analytical procedures. Determining content engagement and production in digital trace data is an 
especially difficult task because many social media platforms, including Facebook and Twitter, do not 
provide this information through their data access endpoints.

Yet, methods and tools exist to make content data accessible and analyzable to social science 
scholars. The goal of this article is therefore to provide an overview of how DTD collection methods 
can help answer pressing social scientific research questions. To do so, we engage in a thought 
experiment on how to answer the following research question with the help of DTD: Does the exposure 
to misinformation on social media affect human well-being, and is this effect conditional upon algo-
rithmic platform biases? This question, which combines three pressing topics of social media research, 
is used to exemplify how three collection methods - API, data donation, and tracking - can be used to 
capture and analyze digital trace data regarding social media content. In addition, we provide 
a decision framework for communication science scholars that outlines the advantages and limitations 
of each method and how to choose among them.

User- and platform-centric research methods for the collection of digital trace data

Social media effects research is mainly concerned with the activities of two actors: the social media 
platform and the user, where a user can be considered any individual participant who generates digital 
trace data on a platform by making use of its functionalities. Platforms and users interact in the 
occurrence of media effects. Compared to mass media effects theory, social media effects theory has 
a stronger focus on the user, as their selectivity and transactionality are likely to shape effects more 
specifically for an individual than for an aggregate group of users (P. M. Valkenburg, 2022). Platforms 
are a second important actor, as their selection mechanisms and potential message biases still shape 
the social contexts in which these effects occur (ibid.).

This is important to consider, as the collection of digital traces for research purposes differs in the 
way DTD are accessed: either via the individual user (often the study participant) or general platform 
interfaces. This differentiation has important implications for the types of study designs and also 
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serves to answer different types of research questions. Subsequently, platform-centric research meth-
ods allow for the study of aggregated social media effects, while user-centric methods allow for 
studying person-specific effects (P. Valkenburg et al., 2021).

Platform-centric approach

With a platform-centric approach, digital traces left behind by users on platforms are collected by 
researchers obtaining the data directly from the platform of interest. Thus, the users themselves are not 
directly involved in the data collection process – rather, data is collected directly from the platform 
using either authorized (e.g., APIs) or unauthorized (e.g., scraping) methods. Such studies represent 
the dominant paradigm in trace-based social media research (see e.g., Araujo et al., 2017; Freelon et al.,  
2022; K. -C. Yang et al., 2021; among many others). A major advantage is that individual users do not 
have to be burdened. However, a collaborative spirit of the platform of interest is required for API- 
based research, which has often been a challenge (Halavais, 2019). One reason is that platforms are 
required to prevent disclosure of data to third parties (European Union, 2016), but some jurisdictions 
such as the EU have been discussing legislation such as the Digital Services Act that include provisions 
mandating platforms to provide data to academic research (Ausloos & Veale, 2021). The implementa-
tion of such directives – and how they will be enforced – is not yet fully clear, and for now highly 
dependent on platforms’ own initiatives. The recent announcement of the monetization of Twitter’s 
API access exemplifies the dependency of academic research on platform collaboration and the need 
for legislative approaches to reduce this dependency.1

With scraping, no platform collaboration is required, but such approaches are highly sensitive to 
unexpected changes to how a platform structures its data. Both scraping and API-based approaches 
have been criticized for, among other things, their lack of reproducibility, completeness, and repre-
sentativeness as well as external validity issues linked to ambiguous metadata (see Freelon, 2014; Lazer 
et al., 2021; Tufekci, 2014).

User-centric approach

In contrast, with a user-centric approach, digital traces left behind by users on platforms are collected 
by researchers in partnership with users. This procedure allows for the collection of personal or 
sensitive data from particular users. Examples of user-centric approaches include data donation 
packages (DDPs), which do not require platform participation (other than the provision of individual 
data export functionality), and APIs that allow third parties to collect personalized social feed data 
from users with consent (e.g., Freelon et al., 2022). The user-centric approach offers substantial 
opportunities to obtain useful data, as it allows researchers to supplement the platform data with 
additional information (e.g., self-reports) that enhance the interpretability of the trace data. But unlike 
platform-centric methods, it relies upon individual research participants’ consent, labor, and skill, for 
which monetary incentives are often required. This means that, first, samples may become selective 
because participation requires a certain level of digital literacy (e.g., Boeschoten et al., 2020; Breuer 
et al., 2022). Second, digital traces can contain very private and sensitive data that participants might 
not be willing to share, that may include information about third parties (such as chat conversations or 
photos), and that is not needed to answer a given research question. Generally, participant attrition is 
an issue for user-centric approaches (e.g., Ohme et al., 2021) because the process of obtaining consent 
permits it, whereas there is no way for participants to drop out of platform-centric studies because they 
are never asked to participate in the first place.

1At time of writing, the extent and details of changes in Twitter API access were not fully disclosed.
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Three methods of digital trace data collection: APIs, Data Donation, and Tracking

Not being available in a pre-platform age, several methods have been developed that can be used to 
collect digital trace data. In the following, we introduce and discuss the advantages and limitations of 
three methods that have strong potential to provide individual-level content data, and might be 
accessible to a broad range of researchers. It is important to note that other methods exist, ranging 
from scraping – i.e., automatically extracting the content of web pages (for an overview, see Freelon,  
2018) - to universities entering larger institutional (data sharing) partnerships with platforms or 
platforms offering premium levels of access to selected researchers (such as the Social Science One 
initiative). Given their broader focus (in the case of scraping) or limited availability (in the case of 
direct initiatives), they are not covered here.

APIs

or application programming interfaces, are essentially platform-specific pipelines for obtaining 
machine-readable digital data and are an example of platform-centric methods. Whereas most users 
simply engage social media content via a platform’s website or app, researchers are better served by 
connecting to an API endpoint to extract retrospective user data in bulk in formats suitable for 
rigorous analysis. Most social media APIs were originally created to grant third-party commercial 
services access to user data, but as researchers began to realize their empirical value, platforms such as 
Twitter and Facebook began creating APIs specifically for them. The type, volume, and timespan of 
the data provided by APIs are determined by the platform, often with different levels of access (e.g., in 
the case of Twitter, the Academic API provides all tweets since the creation of the platform, whereas 
standard accounts only cover the last seven days). The data objects generated by APIs are typically 
enriched by a wide range of metadata: for example, the tweet objects generated by Twitter’s APIs 
include, among other details, when the tweet was created, the name of the app that was used to post it, 
whether it was a retweet, the creator’s screen name, and whether that user is verified. All these data can 
be efficiently obtained in mass quantities using open-source API interfaces written in programming 
languages like Python and R. The most commonly used APIs offer data that are otherwise publicly 
available (e.g., through a web interface), but some offer private data access if the end-user approves it 
(e.g., Twitter’s Reverse Chronological Timeline endpoint as used in Freelon et al., 2022).

API methods offer three main advantages to researchers. First, the APIs tend to be relatively easy to 
use. Many social media services offer documentation on the API and the data structure and often 
provide tutorials for developers (and researchers) on how to obtain the data. Second, social media 
platforms often offer some degree of free API access, although more expansive access tiers sometimes 
cost money. Third, because the actual data collection is done by and via the platform, it tends to be 
convenient and unobtrusive for users, as they are not directly involved in the process. For these 
reasons, APIs have long been a popular method for researchers collecting social media data, even as 
access has been restricted in recent years (Freelon, 2018). However, APIs also have limitations. First, 
social media services not only limit the volume of data that can be collected, but often have opaque 
restrictions on who is granted access, and may revoke such access at any time, for any reason.

Second, for privacy reasons, APIs only allow researchers to access public content (e.g., public posts 
of users that have their profiles set to public) and only a subset of public measures that regular users 
may also see when using the service (e.g., the number of retweets). Third, connecting these data with 
individual-level behavior can be challenging as APIs tend to provide information aggregated at the 
level of the content, instead of an individual. Informed consent is also challenging in this method, as 
data is being collected in bulk via the platform under provisions that may be covered under the 
platforms’ Terms & Conditions, yet without being feasible for researchers to contact specific indivi-
duals to receive their informed consent for participation – because of the sheer size of the data and 
because researchers may not be able to identify and/or contact these individuals in the first place.
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Data donation

is a user-centric approach in which research participants donate their existing DTD to researchers. 
Data collected via data donation tends to be retrospective in nature, with the timespan and type of data 
dependent on the way in which the data is donated (as outlined below). As users are donating their 
own data, this method allows for the collection of nonpublic data (e.g., private messages or individual 
profiling). In practice, researchers make use of a data donation approach in various different ways. For 
example, users can extract DTD from their browsing history using plugins (as done, for example, by 
Web historian (Menchen-Trevino, 2016)) or by manually recording specific reports that appear on 
their mobile phone (e.g., Baumgartner et al., 2022; Ohme et al., 2021). An approach that has increased 
in popularity in recent years leverages individuals’ right of access and transportability to a copy of their 
personal data in a machine-readable format, as mandated by multiple regulatory authorities across the 
globe (e.g., European Union, California, and Brazil, among others). Examples are Facebook data 
downloads or Google Takeout. Data controllers, such as social media platforms, typically comply with 
this regulation by providing their users with a zip file, often referred to as a “Data Download Package” 
(DDP). With the data donation approach, researchers ask study participants to request their DDPs 
from social media platforms and share these DDPs with the research study.

Various research initiatives are tackling challenges that accompany the user-centric nature of data 
donation. By inviting participants to a research facility, Kmetty and Németh (2022) could assist 
participants with low digital literacy. In addition, they immediately run a de-identification script 
under the supervision of the participant. Araujo et al. (2022) tackle the issue that participants might 
not be willing to share private and sensitive data, by facilitating that participants can decide for each 
data point whether they want to share it. Alternatively, Boeschoten, Ausloos, et al. (2022) tackle this 
issue by allowing for a data minimization step to take place locally at the device of the participant 
through their web browser, and only share this aggregated data with researchers, after consent is 
provided. Using an approach that combines the API and data donation logic, Freelon et al.’s PIEGraph 
software (2022) tracks a panel of users who have granted consent to access their personalized Twitter 
timelines.

Data donation methods offer three major advantages to researchers. First, the user-centric nature of 
the approach allows researchers to include self-reports (e.g., perceptions, attitudes) in their designs as 
well as work with the participants to enrich and contextualize the DTD, by asking questions about the 
data. Second, researchers can ensure that participants are able to provide meaningful informed 
consent for and exert agency on how their data are used. Third, for most data donation methods 
(e.g., using DDPs), researchers can collect information that is of a more private or sensitive nature 
(e.g., one’s private messages, or how a platform profiles the participant) than what can usually be 
collected via other methods. Data donation, however, also has limitations. First, the method usually 
requires participants to perform some actions to collect the data (e.g., request a DDP package to 
a platform), which may create challenges for participants with less technical comfort. Second, as the 
data collection relies on direct engagement with and recruitment of participants, researchers may not 
be able to obtain diverse and large samples (as might be available via APIs). Third, the data collected in 
this manner is often less structured or documented (when compared to APIs). A recent study by van 
Driel et al. (2022) discusses both advantages and challenges, particularly in the case of Instagram data 
donations. In sum, the data donation approach often requires substantial effort from the research team 
(and the participants).

Tracking

is a user-centric method approach in which behavioral information is automatically captured, most 
often from individuals and in close temporal succession to the actual behavior, with the help of client- 
side tracking software. As with data donation, data collected via tracking allows for the collection of 
nonpublic data, yet its timespan is prospective, as it tracks digital data as they are produced. Tracking 
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data are available for several different units of media experience, from URL logs of web browsing to 
data collected within commercial products (e.g., Twitter or Facebook posts) to logs of applications 
used on devices. All of these data sources share the same sensibility about media experiences that now 
range across the full breadth of real life; namely, that more granular assessments of specific media 
exposure will benefit the discovery of how media are processed and what effects those media have. For 
example, browser plugins (e.g., Wojcieszak et al., 2022) can be used to track the specific content that 
media users engage with and the timing and sequence of those engagements. A key benefit of these 
data is the possibility to discover details that were not available in the aggregate measures (e.g., hours 
of social media use per day or week) used in past research (Reeves et al., 2021). While each type of 
tracking data focuses on different units of experiences and informs different research questions, 
practical applications, and interventions, tracking social media content can be especially efficient by 
the use of screen data, presenting one of the most current developments in tracking research. Hence, 
we focus on the Screenomics method capturing screenshots as well as metadata to illustrate advantages 
as well as disadvantages of the tracking method.

The existing Screenomics software concentrates on tracking screens. Every five seconds that digital 
devices are activated, the software application on the device records, encrypts, compresses, and 
transmits a screenshot of everything that appeared on the screen at that moment to a research data 
server. Then, the Screenomics analysis assay discriminates between foreground and surrounding 
background, segments, screen text, and image blocks, and uses text, face, logo, and object recognition 
engines to collect text documents and image identifiers (e.g., number of faces in a screenshot). These 
features can be integrated with metadata to facilitate storage, retrieval, and visualization of individual 
screenomes (Chiatti et al., 2018) and can be indexed and searched with respect to specific temporal, 
textual, graphical, and topical features (e.g., Reeves et al., 2021; X. Yang et al., 2019).

Tracking screen content has several advantages. First, screens display a broad swath of digital life, 
agnostic to platform, software application, or technology (i.e., screenshots are available from smart-
phones, computers, cable systems, and potentially cars, appliances, and other connected devices). 
Whatever people are viewing and doing on the screen becomes part of each user’s unique individual 
record of experiences that constitute digital life – the screenome. Second, screen recordings are 
multimodal, in that the recordings include all the words and images that users were exposed to, in 
the precise location and sequences in which they were viewed. Third, the capture of screens is passive; 
once the recording software is installed on a device, users do not need to do any additional data 
collection-related tasks. Fourth, the screens constitute a detailed time series record of threads of media 
experience, regardless of the quick switching that we know occurs between applications and platforms 
(e.g., Yeykelis et al., 2014). As such, these data allow researchers to examine highly detailed sequences 
and patterns of exposure, and how those exposures influence and shape subsequent exposures and 
influences.

The time-series tracking data are particularly useful because they facilitate the examination of 
intraindividual change and within-person effects rather than interindividual and group differences, 
e.g., the change in mood in an individual over time as a reaction to specific media content this person 
encountered. Collecting screens comprehensively, as is available with Screenomics, also allows exam-
ination of the broader media context. This enables researchers to invoke a person-specific approach to 
research that is directly matched to theoretical assumptions and hypotheses about how social media 
effects operate – at the individual level and with considerable idiosyncrasy – and thus allows for better 
inference about those effects. Examples of recent uses of data sequences include the examination of 
emotion management via switching between media segments that balance arousal (Yeykelis et al.,  
2014), technology interactions between parents and their children (Sun et al., 2022), and the prediction 
of frequency and timing of switching between content segments over short time periods (X. Yang 
et al., 2019)

Tracking data also have limitations, of course. First, obtaining the data often requires substantial 
expertise and effort. Researchers must develop or obtain the tracking software, recruit and consent the 
participants, and manage what are often very large data sets in accordance with strict privacy-preserving 
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protocols. Second, because tracking data are usually purposefully designed to be comprehensive, using 
them to answer specific research questions often requires the development of new methods for 
extracting meaningful variables from the data streams. For example, researchers using screenshot 
data to study the emotional propensity of screen content must develop replicable techniques to identify 
and/or rate the emotional valence of each screenshot. Third, the different tracking methods will have 
unique limitations related to their comprehensiveness (e.g., no measure of sound, or frequency of 
sampling). Fourth, while the in-situ nature of the data collection provides ecological validity and the 
possibility to describe individuals’ real-life media exposure and engagement, the prospective nature of 
data capturing limits the possibility of causal inferences in observational studies. However, tracking data 
may be particularly useful in quasi-experimental and experimental trials to identify desired participants, 
time experimental manipulations, monitor intervention participation and dose, and/or as outcomes.

Applying digital trace data methods for the study of specific research problems

We exemplify the potentials and drawbacks of different data collection methods by using 
a hypothetical research question:

Does the exposure to misinformation on social media affect human well-being, and is this effect 
conditional upon algorithmic platform biases?

The research question relates back to a recent report by the World Health Organization, which 
finds that “Infodemics and misinformation negatively affect people’s health behaviors” (World Health 
Organization, 2022; see Borges Do Nascimento et al., 2022).

Based on 31 systematic reviews on the topic, the report concludes that misinformation can 
“increase social fear, panic, stress, and mental disorders” (Borges Do Nascimento et al., 2022, 
p. 549). It is beyond the purpose of this article to review the methods used in the 1034 primary studies 
included in the reviews nor will we operationalize the concepts used here. Rather, we use this report as 
the starting point for a thought experiment on how digital trace data collection methods can be used to 
answer the above-stated research question. First, we give a quick overview of the three topic areas 
addressed by the research question before we describe potential study designs that rely on the three 
described methods of digital trace data collection.

Misinformation

is usually defined as false claims distributed credulously, as distinct from disinformation (false claims 
shared with knowledge of their falsehood; Freelon & Wells, 2020). While political lies are nothing new, 
misinformation research prior to 2016 was mostly concentrated in health-related fields (Freelon & 
Wells, 2020). However, given factors such as the ubiquity of social media and widespread mistrust in 
traditional journalism, misinformation has grown more salient in the minds of both the public and the 
research community, including Communication. One central problem in the study of misinformation 
is that it is difficult to determine who creates and shares misinformation in social networks and who is 
actually exposed to misinforming content. Most studies rely on rough estimations or self-reports by 
users, which cannot reveal the source and spread of misinformation in a digital public discourse, 
which can only be determined with a focus on message content. Hence, we lack information about the 
amount of misinformation a) distributed on these platforms (e.g., studies showing very low numbers, 
e.g., Allen et al., 2020; Grinberg et al., 2019), and b), whether people are indeed exposed to such 
information. We need to know the content of this information to be able to directly connect them to 
potential outcomes, such as misbeliefs about specific topics.

Well-being

is the subjective feeling of people experiencing positive affect, negative affect, and how satisfying they 
experience their lives (Diener, 1984; see also P. M. Valkenburg et al., 2022). This balance can either be 
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disturbed by the sheer frequency of digital media usage (e.g., Vanden Abeele, 2020), but also through 
specific content exposure on social media. A granular assessment of moment-by-moment changes in 
digital experiences has great potential for untangling complicated issues in the study of technology, 
psychological well-being, and mental health. To date, there is substantially greater public, policy, 
parental, and medical alarm about the potential role of technology in well-being than there is empirical 
research to support the concerns (Hancock et al., 2022; Orben, 2020; Vuorre & Przybylski, 2022). It is 
possible that the ambiguity in research matches a reality that technology does not cause substantial 
changes in well-being, or at least not uniformly across individuals (P. Valkenburg et al., 2021). But it is 
equally possible that the assessment of well-being and mental health has not yet been matched well 
with descriptions of technology experiences that are related to well-being.

Algorithmic bias

occurs when algorithms produce results that favor certain social groups over others, e.g., Whites over 
Blacks, men over women, the rich over the poor, and people who speak in “standard” dialects or 
accents over those who speak in less common ones (Cramer et al., 2018). According to Gillespie 
(2014), algorithms are “encoded procedures for transforming input data into the desired output, based 
on specified calculations” (p. 1). This expansive definition encompasses everything from x + 2 (with 
x being the input and the sum of x and 2 being the output) to the opaque amalgamations of code that 
determine which social media posts people see in their personalized feeds. Once (incorrectly) 
perceived as offering more objective alternatives to the well-known flaws of human judgment 
(Cohn, 2019), algorithms are now increasingly recognized as introducing their own distinct social 
harms. Accordingly, research on algorithmic bias often takes a normative stance, orienting itself 
toward harm reduction and eventual elimination (e.g., Hooker, 2021; Noble, 2018). Empirical studies 
of bias and fairness in social media share an interest in identifying three categories of trace data: the 
types of people who may experience such bias, the different categories under which they may be 
profiled by social media platforms, and the different types of content they may see.

API research design to study the RQ

One potential way in studying the effect of misinformation content spread via social media on well- 
being is with the help of API trace data collection. API access can be used to define the extent of 
misinformation that is being spread on a social media platform, like Twitter. Social media trace data 
can be used to study research questions about misinformation in three categories: production, 
distribution, and consumption. APIs can be used for the study of misinformation production by 
using lists of website domains or hyperlinks known to contain substantial amounts of misinformation. 
Such lists can be cross-referenced with large social media datasets to determine the prevalence of 
major misinformation sources (e.g., Grinberg et al., 2019; Guess et al., 2019; Vosoughi et al., 2018). 
API methods can also be used to identify misinformation “superspreaders” - prominent users that 
expose large audiences to misinformation – including such well-known names as Breitbart News, Fox 
News, and Donald Trump (K. -C. Yang et al., 2021; Mackey et al., 2021). Knowing about the producers 
and the distribution of misinformation on social networks is important to evaluate the extent of the 
problem for specific platforms. It can be connected to aggregate outcomes, for example by triangulat-
ing the spread of misinformation on a given platform and the well-being of users of this platform 
derived from other, potentially secondary data sources, like the national representative panel or trend 
studies (e.g., American Trends Panel; German ALLBUS). However, a potential link could only be 
established on the most aggregate, macro-data level, which can be weak, given many confounding 
variables that such a design cannot account for.

Another way to study the link between misinformation and well-being would be to analyze reply 
networks of posts that have been defined via lists of misinformation super-spreaders. Sentiment 
analysis of the occurring posts in the network could distinguish between emotional tone in the replies 
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left in response to misinforming information, potentially comparing this with reply networks of non- 
misinforming news posts around similar topics. The quality of such a study strongly relies on the 
detection of networks and the quality of the sentiment analysis. Recent approaches in the analysis of 
reply networks (e.g., Gaisbauer et al., 2021) and the automated human emotion detection in text 
corpora (e.g., Guo, 2022), present the possibility to study expressed sentiment as a response to 
misinformation and can allow for cautious inference on the effect on users’ well-being.

The consumption of misinformation on an individual data level is difficult to study with API data, 
mainly because many social media platforms do not make post-view data available for individual users 
through their public APIs.2

APIs can also be used to study algorithmic bias by showing systematic differences in the exposure to 
content on social media platforms for specific sub-groups, for example, those based on gender, 
ethnicity, or geographic location. The detection of bias at a user level using APIs can, in some cases, 
be done indirectly through algorithmic auditing (e.g., Robertson et al., 2018). For example, one study 
created bots on Twitter – and extracted their data using APIs – to reveal algorithmic biases toward 
popularity and engagement (Bartley et al., 2021). Other studies have focused on content-level 
measures and used APIs to show, for instance, homophily on YouTube with pro- and anti-vax videos 
based on video recommendations (Abul-Fottouh et al., 2020), or bias toward men in the case of STEM 
career ads on Facebook by running advertising campaigns directly, and using reports provided by the 
platform (Lambrecht & Tucker, 2019). Hence, the above-described combination of reply network and 
sentiment analysis of social media posts could be probed further in testing whether the relationship 
between misinformation spread on platforms and the emotional language of comments below plat-
forms differs for certain sub-groups of users. Some API metadata include information on the region, 
gender, or age of respondents and thus can be used to enrich such analyses. In sum, API access to DTD 
as a platform-centric access method has the potential to study the posed research questions mostly on 
an aggregate level, while it can give less indication about person-specific social media effects.

Data donation research design to study the RQ

Data donation can be used to understand the activities that a user does on social media – e.g., what one 
posts, comments, or likes – what accounts users follow on social media and, depending on the specific 
platform, reveal the websites visited by a user on a URL level (e.g., Thorson et al., 2021). In addition, 
data donation packages that a user downloads can also contain information on ad targeting on social 
media and hence can provide information on whether outlets that are known to spread misinforma-
tion have paid to appear in a user’s newsfeed (see Burgess et al., 2021 for a combined approach of data 
donations and tracking). Importantly, donated data often contains the access point to content users 
have been exposed to (e.g., URLs) and less often the content itself. Researchers, therefore, need to 
process data further, matching posts and URLs with known misinformation accounts, scraping the 
content behind the URLs, and analyze it with regard to actual misinformation. Hence, data donation 
could give us a proximity score for the exposure of misinformation on an individual user basis but will 
be lacking information about the specific misinforming posts on social media platforms a user has 
been exposed to.

An advantage of data donations is that it includes a variety of information about a user’s engage-
ment on digital platforms, for example, the information a user has posted or the conversations they 
had with others through messaging applications (see Breuer et al., 2022 for a list of possible content). 
This information can be used to infer the emotional state of a user, based on the language and images 
used in original posts, the comments to other content on social media, or other expressions that can be 
understood as an approximation of a user’s well-being. Importantly, all these approaches make 
additional (often automated) processing of the content in the data donation packages necessary and 

2This is true for Twitter and Facebook, but some video-based sites like YouTube and TikTok display viewership stats for individual 
posts.
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are thereby resource-intensive (e.g., van Driel et al., 2022). Yet, because events in data donation 
packages are often time-stamped, it is possible to apply longitudinal data analysis procedures and test 
for a temporal relationship between the likelihood of being exposed to misinformation and the well- 
being of a user.

The collection of DTD with the help of data donations often relies on the recruitment of individuals 
via auxiliary methods, such as online surveys. This makes it possible to connect information from data 
donation with self-reported well-being (e.g., Cronin et al., 2022, relying on WebHistorian donation 
software). Given that the measures in a recruitment survey usually occur before data donations are 
collected, self-reported well-being and the proximity of being exposed to misinformation can be 
related in retrospective temporal order, establishing a quasi-prospective design, given that data 
donation contains information about social media use before states of well-being have been assessed.

In addition, studies that have used data donations have revealed how social media platforms profile 
users, for example how Facebook detects specific interests in politics or news as part of its user 
profiling, ultimately influencing content exposure (Thorson et al., 2021). Given the availability of both 
the profiling and user activity data on data donation packages, and its ability to triangulate this 
information with self-reports by users, this method may help us understand which meta information 
(e.g., ad targeting categories; see Burgess et al., 2021) determine the likelihood of being exposed to 
misinformation and by that, the conditionality – and potential algorithmic biases – of the relationship 
between misinformation exposure and well-being.

In sum, the analysis of data donation packages provides the possibility to infer the likelihood of 
misinformation exposure, rather than the exposure to actual content. The richness of data and the 
connection with self-reports makes it easier to draw a connection between information exposure and 
outcome variables, such as well-being. Metadata gathered by platforms helps to study the algorithmic 
dependency of potential relationships.

Tracking research design to study the RQ

Tracking screens can be used to study misinformation to explore, for example, the apps a user has 
opened, the messages that they have received and sent on messaging platforms such as Telegram, as 
well as the social media pages they have visited. With a method such as Screenomics that captures all 
screens, this extends to screens not included in the available APIs or content of data donation. 
Analyzing tracking data with a combination of automated and hand-coded classification of misinfor-
mation (e.g., Christner et al., 2022) can help to more comprehensively identify the exposure to 
misinformation on an individual user level. It is also possible to filter the information based on 
predefined lists of known spreaders of misinformation (e.g., Allen et al., 2020). In addition, the 
detection of logos on screens can detect outlets that have frequently been associated with the spread 
of misinformation.

Tracking can also be used to better understand the well-being of users, by analyzing the valence of 
information users select. For screen-tracking, this can be done by optical character recognition (OCR) 
and subsequently, automated content analysis or automated image recognition procedures (e.g., 
J. H. S. Lee et al., 2021; Singh & Sharma, 2022). Such a procedure allows for a direct linkage between 
exposure to misinformation and the selection of other content or activities. For example, commenting 
or chatting with friends allows for the inferences of individual well-being indicators by assessing the 
affect that is expressed in messages and can thereby be helpful to give insights about the short-term 
relationships with social media use. An additional approach can be to link tracking data with in-situ 
measures, for example by using the experience sampling method (see Otto et al., 2022; P. Valkenburg 
et al., 2021). Here, the momentary self-assessments of well-being can be connected to prior exposure to 
misinformation as a short-term temporal association.

Tracking data can also be used for natural experiments, laboratory experiments and field experi-
ments on an individual data level. Tracking data collected in-situ and not in a fabricated laboratory 
situation facilitates the identification and use of within-person changes naturally and field experiments 
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provide potentially stronger evidence of causality. Here, a specific event can be determined from 
tracking data and be treated as an intervention with a potential effect on users. For example, it could be 
tested if exposure to a specific misinforming post about vaccination is associated with changes in the 
attitude toward vaccines on an individual level. J. Lee et al. (2022) identified specific short ads by 
payday loan companies (usually available on the screen for only seconds), and the effects of those ads 
on the type of information that low-income individuals consumed immediately after seeing the ads 
(i.e., people were more likely to avoid future-oriented information, they switched more between 
different applications, and they avoided negative information).

To investigate long-term effects, tracking data can be included in larger data-collection efforts that 
include pre-tracking and post-tracking surveys, allowing one to connect the exposure to misinforma-
tion based on tracking data and self-reported levels of well-being after the exposure, thereby control-
ling for levels of well-being prior to exposure. In addition, because tracking data may include screens 
experienced in the periods before and after misinformation is experienced, they also enable the 
examination of contextual screen experiences (e.g., verified news exposure) as possible moderators 
or mediators of observed changes in measures of well-being.

In sum, tracking approaches come with the highest granularity and insights into misinformation 
exposure but require extensive pre-processing of the data. The content is often included, hence, 
drawing inferences between content exposure and outcome variables is possible, especially to establish 
short-term effects. Auxiliary methods, such as momentary assessments or online surveys are necessary 
to contextualize tracking data, making these approaches most resource-intensive.

Deciding on a method for digital trace data collection

Deciding on methods for collecting digital trace data for social media content studies will likely be 
guided by research questions, resources, and data handling possibilities – both technical and privacy 
related. The method presentation and application described in the paper still can provide guidance in 
deciding about the method of choice.

For platform-centric approaches, we conclude, the costs and accessibility differ per platform and 
data type, but in certain cases, affordable and highly standardized solutions are readily available. The 
fact that the platform is in control during the data processing and can decide what data (not) to share 
and which specific users (not) to include prior to sharing also poses threats to the data quality on 
multiple levels (Amaya et al., 2020). This adds to the issue that the population of platform users is 
selective with respect to the general population (Mellon & Prosser, 2017), known as coverage error, 
and that supplementing platform data with person-level survey data is difficult. The unit of measure-
ment is an account, which is unequal to an individual’s user’s data, as a person can have multiple 
accounts on a platform, or multiple persons can share a single account, both resulting in unit error 
considered from a total error perspective (Zhang, 2012). However, platform-centric approaches do not 
rely on user engagement and have a low risk of reactivity biases, because data have been published 
before research data are collected.

When aiming to generalize toward certain populations, a user-centric approach may be more 
appropriate, but will always require effort in the development of a sampling and study design – and 
may be challenged by the relatively high levels of effort by users. Both, data donation and tracking have 
in common that they require informed consent from the user and provide higher transparency to the 
user about what data they share with a researcher. This can be problematic for tracking methods, 
where the prospective nature of data shared can result in reactivity biases, i.e., the user changes their 
behavior because they know they are being tracked (Toth & Trifonova, 2021). Both methods require 
user involvement and are subject to sample biases during the tracking and donation process 
(Boeschoten et al., 2020; Breuer et al., 2022; Ohme & Araujo, 2022). User-centric approaches present 
individual data which are either linked to a user account or the device, which cannot be uniquely 
associated with an individual. However, they get closest to actual user behavior and – depending on 
the granularity of data – can allow researchers to recreate trajectories of user behavior and thereby also 
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the content users have been exposed to. Especially for data donations, it must be kept in mind that the 
structure of the Data Donation Packages (DPP) is often not stable and poorly documented. Related, 
the predictability of content resulting from applying user-centric methods is medium to low, as they 
usually do not operate with search queries. In this sense, it is possible that a study interested in 
misinformation exposure does not find traces of this in a DDP or tracked logs at all, limiting the 
variance in data necessary for further analysis.

To help researchers guide their decision about which digital trace data collection method to use, 
Table 1 provides an overview of the considerations necessary before deciding about a specific method. 
Roughly, researchers need to consider the platform, user-dependency and engagement, timeframe for 
data collection, data and content types required, data quality necessary, and the privacy risks involved 
with the collection and its consequences for storage and analysis.

Holding back and moving forward – an agenda for digital trace data research

This article sheds light on the possibilities to collect and use digital trace data for social media effects 
research. We present an overview of the advantages of platform and user-centric data collection 
methods and the disadvantages that come with their application. By focusing on three popular topics 
in social media research – misinformation, algorithmic biases, and digital wellbeing – we further 
present solutions on how digital trace data collection can be utilized in specific research areas. 
Especially for the latter, it becomes apparent that despite many notable exceptions, the uptake to 
use digital trace data in social media effects research is limited. Two questions arise: What holds the 
field back and what can be done to leverage the advantages of digital trace data while attenuating 
problems arising with such methods?

Table 1. Comparing API, donation, and tracking methods.

API Data Data Donations Tracking

User- vs. platform 
centrality

Platform User User

Definition Official data pipelines that 
offer different data types 
depending on the platform

Donation of existing digital 
traces with informed consent

Client-side tracking software that 
is installed with informed 
consent

Time frame of collected 
data

Retrospective Retrospective (collects existing 
digital trace data)

Prospective (tracks digital traces 
as they are produced)

Consent of participants No Yes Yes
Type of user involvement None Donate existing data to science Generate data for science
Potential for reactivity/ 

social desirability 
biases

Low Low Medium to high

Reliance on third-party 
platform

High Medium Low to Medium (No, if researcher- 
developed)

Transparency to review 
DTD by user

Low High Medium

Level of gathered content (Mostly) Aggregate-level data Individual-level data Individual-level data
Types of data Includes published and public 

data from digital platforms
Includes non- or semi-public 

user data and data not visible 
to user (e.g., profiling, etc.)

Includes (mostly nonpublic) 
behavioral sequence data (e.g., 
click streams, screenshots, etc.)

Measurement unit User Content Account Device
Predictability of content 

included in collected 
data

High Medium Low

Privacy risks in the 
collection of personally 
identifiable 
information

Medium to high High Very high

Examples Twitter Academic API, 
Crowdtangle (for Facebook 
and Instagram)

OSD2F, PORT, Webhistorian, 
PIEGraph

Screenomics-App, ScreenLife-App 
Commercial companies such as 
Netquest and Comscore
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Holding back

One likely factor that should not be concealed is the resources necessary to collect digital trace data. 
The technical infrastructure needed to obtain access (e.g., API costs for firehose), the development of 
research software necessary, the lawful storage of digital trace data (e.g., GDPR compliance), and 
processing and analysis (e.g., server space, computation costs) are notable. In addition to the 
researcher’s time and devotion to the project, a substantial budget is necessary to realize digital 
trace data collection. Exemplar projects, such as Screenomics (Reeves et al., 2021), ScreenLife (Yee 
et al., 2022), PORT (Boeschoten, Ausloos, et al., 2022), OSD2F (Araujo et al., 2022), WebHistorian 
(Menchen-Trevino, 2016), and PIEGraph (Freelon, 2018), all took several years, significant research 
budgets, and great team efforts to build. Although these efforts are meant to scale and be redeployed in 
new settings in accordance with open-science paradigms, the development costs make progress 
difficult.

Second, specific skills for the development but also the employment of software necessary for digital 
trace data collecting are necessary. Fluency in specific programming languages, server architecture, 
privacy law, and so on are necessary but have not traditionally been part of the social science 
curriculum, although a certain “computational turn” and tendency for multi-disciplinary collabora-
tion has shifted the field (e.g., Fan et al., 2022). Nevertheless, researchers may be hesitant to employ 
digital trace data methods because they lack familiarity with or the possibility to obtain the necessary 
skills.

Even if resources and skills are less of a problem, the quality of data already available often 
complicates the employment of digital trace data. It is often challenging to verify the extent to 
which the data collected are complete or a full reflection of the behavior of interest. DTD collection 
takes place in a highly dynamic environment, meaning that researchers have to constantly adjust to 
changes done by platforms – be it in what they provide, allow to be collected, or even in how content is 
presented to users. Moreover, while DTD collection methods have the potential to shed light on some 
of the workings of algorithms that shape an increasingly larger share of the content exposure on social 
media, the influence of these algorithms (and their changes) presents a challenge in itself when 
interpreting the data.

Lastly, it has to be mentioned that digital trace data collection comes with a great number of ethical 
questions and challenges, with regard to meaningful informed consent, researchers’ responsibility 
when discovering illegal content in digital traces, and the formation of cooperation with commercial 
platforms like Twitter (e.g., Breuer et al., 2022; Ohme & Araujo, 2022). While it is beyond the scope of 
this paper to discuss the ethical challenges in detail, we need to acknowledge that this is a factor 
potentially holding researchers back to apply DTD in social media effects research.

Moving forward

Several problems mentioned can be addressed to pave the way for a stronger engagement with content 
in social media effects research based on digital trace data. To arrive at more and better research in this 
field, we suggest an agenda for future work with digital trace data.

First, it is important to educate a greater number of scholars and students from communication 
science and adjacent fields in the languages, methods, and analyses used in digital trace research. This 
will help to establish a critical mass of scholars that have the skills and expertise needed to employ 
digital trace data in their research projects and introduce new innovations as to what can be discovered 
from these data.

Second, existing social media effects research using DTD shows – a bit oversimplified – that the 
effects of social media usage are not as clear as once thought. The findings obtained when more data 
and more granular data are available indicate that social media effects are complicated. More often, 
null effects are found, once DTD is used to assess digital user behavior (e.g., Cronin et al., 2022). But 
rather than assuming that this is due to a minimal media effects paradigm in a social media era 
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(Bennett & Iyengar, 2008), first results using digital trace data show that media content indeed has an 
effect – being deceived by misinformation, being nudged by algorithmic recommendations, showing 
low psychological health from problematic content exposure – but that these effects are more nuanced 
(P. Valkenburg et al., 2021). To be able to find the “needle in the haystack,” we must – and with DTD 
increasingly can – rely on sequential analysis or users’ media trajectories that include cross-platform 
assessment, erratic content switches, and context of exposure. It may still be challenging to extract the 
one opinion-changing article or that one comment that makes a user feel bad but assessing systematic 
patterns in sequential analysis and associating those with outcome variables of interest may get us 
closer to the understanding of the intra-individual changes invoked by the media than was possible 
when only being able to examine aggregate-level effects.

Third, digital trace data collection methods open new opportunities to leverage the wide range of 
perspectives and possibilities that emerge when working in interdisciplinary teams. Interfacing with 
scholars with different backgrounds and expertise will certainly expand how the research is done, and 
how communication science can, in collaboration with other fields, contribute to scientific and societal 
progress. For example, a digital trace data consortium would facilitate the pooling of resources, allow 
for greater and high-quality data sources, and help to make digital trace data available to researchers 
who lack resources for their own data collection efforts. Other benefits include the possibility to attract 
funding for DTD research endeavors, and increased leverage in negotiations with digital platforms and 
policymakers when developing and demanding research access. To date, many similar approaches to 
DTD collection are developed and carried out in parallel, which is normal in the early days of new 
research method development. Nevertheless, we should not forget that most media effect researchers 
are interested in similar questions, want to use similar data, and focus on similar populations. While 
a data consortium does not mean giving up individual research projects, establishing a network of 
researchers will contribute to synchronization both in terms of standards used in method develop-
ment, data quality criteria, and ethical requirements necessary in this type of research. Together, open- 
source tracking software developed in Asia, language, and image processing models developed in 
America, sequence analytical approaches from Africa or Australia, and data visualization software 
from Europe can produce and accelerate the deployment of seamless pipelines that facilitate 
a multitude of research projects.

Through these efforts, communication behavior studies working with digital trace data will allow 
a greater number of researchers to move public knowledge of media effects forward more quickly and 
forcefully. Although the approaches, benefits, and pitfalls surrounding the use of digital trace data 
introduced in this article are necessarily incomplete, our coverage of some popular methods in current 
use is meant to spur new thinking and innovations in how these data can be collected and used en 
route to discovery and understanding of social media content effects.
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